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Hello all, 
 
I hope you are well. 
 
I am writing to you today regarding two major and eagerly awaited news (OK, one 
more than the other, but hey...). 
 
 
 
1) The United States have a new President: Joe Biden. As many of you know, 
before being in business I worked in American politics. I therefore used to intervene 
regularly in the Canadian media, through my point of view as an operator on the 
ground. Because of a lack of time, these past years I have reduced my media 
collaborations to almost none, but I recently accepted to give two interviews (in 
French) during the last stretch of this historic presidential election: 

• To Anne-Marie Dussault for the special edition of her program 24/60 on 
the subject, on the French streaming news channel of the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation, on November 5th, which you can see starting 
at 2:13:00 -- https://ici.radio-canada.ca/tele/24-
60/site/episodes/491683/election-americaine-etats-unis 

• To Laura Levesque of the CN2i newspaper network -- 
https://www.lequotidien.com/le-mag/matiere-a-reflexion-biden-sera-
president-predit-simon-lafrance-5a3365db5b3be811f78bcad201994744 

 
In this last piece, I reminded the readers that "at STRATEGEUM, we advise 
Canadian companies who do business with the United States and I can tell you 
that we never elaborate plans with our clients based on who is the White House's 
tenant. It is much more complicated than that." Good to remember for the 
upcoming months and years, which promise to be as complex as the last ones. By 
the way, regarding the control of the Senate I refer to in the article, in all likelihood 
we will have to wait for the results of the runoffs of two elections in Georgia before 
knowing what kind of legislative wiggle room the new President and his party will 
have. 
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2) After having postponed the exercise, originally planned for Q2 2020, for a couple 
of months since the COVID-19 pandemic's arrival and therefore our primary focus 
on the needs of our clients, our new STRATEGEUM website is now online. I 
invite you to visit it here: 
 
https://www.strategeum.com/en/ 
 
 
It contains several new content, some of which is useful for the COVID-19 second 
wave. I will write to you about it in more details soon. 
 
 
 
Looking forward to reading your comments on all that! 
 
 
 
 
Simon Lafrance 
CEO and Senior Partner 
-------------------- 
simon@strategeum.com 
+1 418 812 3482 
-------------------- 
www.strategeum.com/en 
 


